
February is here and what a busy month we have had. 
We know that many of you have been praying for us 
because there have been many open doors to share the 
Gospel and open opportunities to continue building 
relationships here in Los Reyes like the lady I visit every 
Saturday in the market. The gas crisis we experienced in 
January also seems to have resolved itself.  Local people 
here were content to wait in line for gas as did Tynan 
which ended up being a total of 18 hours waiting. Many 
people waited/camped out for 2 days for gas. He was 
able to talk and share with many people in line for gas.   
 
One of the most recent opportunities that Tynan has 
had was to hand out Bibles with the Gideon’s here in 
our town. He was partnered with a guy from our church 
that is also interested in partnering with Tynan to do 
MetaCamp Discipleship. The visit to the police station 

and rehab 
center 
was very 
fruitful. There were four salvations in the Violent Ward of 
the Rehab center. Tynan and Bernardo were able to do a 
followup visit to these four men who got saved. Two of the 
men have been released back into the general ward. That 
is a big blessing for them.   
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Other visits have taken Tynan and Bernardo 
to many avocado orchards and an unreached 
area in the mountains about a 45 minute 
drive west of us called Village C that we 
had not previously visited. The people here 
are steeped in Catholicism and there is no 
Christian church or discipleship work going on 
in this village. 

Here is an excerpt of Tynan’s visit. “‘We met 
with Chuy one of the oldest of four brothers. 

It’s common in this area to call them “Gallineros” or “Chicken People”. With us, we had brought a 
ministry/humanitarian tool called, Filter of Hope.  I started to talk to them about it and their faces 
got all crinkly, as to say HUH?  Chuy said, “I don’t believe this little thing will work. Show me.” We 
assembled the water filter kit and began to fill it up from their stagnant water source to show them 
that it would work just fine.   
 
With confidence I asked them for a cup and Chuy was staring at me saying, “I won’t drink that dirty 
water.’’ I showed him how to use gravity and fill the cup. 
He looked at the water and was still in disbelief.  Then I 
took a big swig of the water. He was in shock.  I spoke 
more to him about how he doesn’t know what’s in the 
water upstream and this would filter out 99.9% of the 
contamination that is in their water supply.  He then took 
the cup and filled it up himself. He put it up to his nose 
and took a sniff. “No odor!!!” He exclaimed. He sipped it, 
then he drank it down.  “No foul taste to the water either!” 
Chuy and His family were overjoyed to receive a Filter of 
Hope. 
 
 Bernardo saw that the countenance of Chuy had changed from being skeptical when we arrived, 
to open doors and he was cheerful.  As we sat down, I started to talk with the brothers about this 
filter and the other filter we brought with us, the Bible.  I told them that one filter is for water and the 
other is a filter for life, soul, and spirit.  They listened with open minds, not with closed hearts.  After 
I finished presenting the Gospel to them, they invited us to eat.  When it time came for us to leave, 
Chuy gave me a firm handshake, a big hug and invited us to come visit soon.  
 
We appreciate your prayers and partnership, as heaven is growing here in Michoacan. 
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